
Our NightSky star engines are compact yet powerful. With 8 low voltage LEDs our 
star engines provide a realistic twinkle and slow movement like the real night sky. 

We use our NightSky star engines in our star panels and star kits. 
Use the standalone mode, StellarSky app, or integrated with a third party system.

NIGHTSKY STAR ENGINE

Standalone Modes

Disco Club
A combination of pulsing and bouncing stars 
is the perfect addition to your dance par-tayy! 

Enhancements
Our Stellar Technology gives us the power to use one star engine 

as a star field, falling star, constellation, or meteor shower! 
Set enhancements to trigger every minute, 5 minutes, or 10 minutes. 

Change the Density of the Stars
Reduce or increase the density of your star field by fifty percent. 

Indulge in the many wellness benefits stargazing offers whenever you please.  
With realistic twinkle and slow movement at you'll fall in love with your view. 

 Enjoy at full brightness or dimmed by fifty percent. 

Desert Sky
Imagine looking up at a desert night sky through heavy haze and winds.

Realistic movement will transport you to your own desert oasis. 

Watch the night sky through a quick moving storm 
from the comfort and safety of your own home.

Stormy Sky

NightSky & NightSky Relaxed

Solid Stars Without Movement
Experience stars in a solid state at 100%, 50%, and 25% brightness. 



Enhancements
Wish upon a falling star whenever your heart desires. 

With added control you can adjust the brightness, speed, 
and timing of our falling stars and meteor showers! 

Change the Density of the Stars
Reduce or increase the density of your star field from 1% to 100%. 

Be the captain of the stars with the added ability to adjust 
the brightness, and speed of movement for your stars! 

NIGHTSKY STAR ENGINE

Disco ClubDesert Sky Stormy Sky

Solid Stars Without Movement
NightSky & NightSky Relaxed

Unlock control with our Control Interface 

Create a stellar experience with constellation controllability. 
Control two constellations individually or together. 

Adjust the brightness, and twinkle speed, 

Sleep Timer 
Set a timer to power down your star field or entire StellarSky System. Sleep

timer range is from 1 minute to 4 hours and 15 minutes. 

Toggle Commands 

Discrete Power Commands 

Factory Reset 

Printer friendly version below 
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